We demonstrate a simple method for three-dimensional (3D) cell culture controlled by ultrasonic standing waves in a multi-well microplate. The method gently arranges cells in a suspension into a single aggregate in each well of the microplate and, by this, nucleates 3D tissue-like cell growth for culture times between two and seven days. The microplate device is compatible with both high-resolution optical microscopy and maintenance in a standard cell incubator. The result is a scaffold-and coating-free method for 3D cell culture that can be used for controlling the cellular architecture, as well as the cellular and molecular composition of the microenvironment in and around the formed cell structures. We demonstrate the parallel production of one hundred synthetic 3D solid tumors comprising up to thousands of human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) HepG2 cells, we characterize the tumor structure by high-resolution optical microscopy, and we monitor the functional behavior of natural killer (NK) cells migrating, docking and interacting with the tumor model during culture. Our results show that the method can be used for determining the collective ability of a given number of NK cells to defeat a solid tumor having a certain size, shape and composition. The ultrasound-based method itself is generic and can meet any demand from applications where it is advantageous to monitor cell culture from production to analysis of 3D tissue or tumor models using microscopy in one single microplate device.
Introduction
In cellular research, there is a need for improved in vitro model systems mimicking the complex in vivo microenvironment of living tissue. Cells within tissue interact with other cells, the extracellular matrix (ECM) and other soluble factors in a 3D communication network which is crucial for tissue development, function and survival. 1, 2 For this reason, traditional 2D culture which has been used for a long time is insufficient and its experimental outcome can sometimes be of limited relevance. This is of great importance for pharmaceutical companies who need appropriate cell-based assays to evaluate drugs in the early stages of development. 3 In tumor biology, it is increasingly recognized that the heterogeneous composition of tumors with mixtures of cell types spatially arranged in 3D creates a microenvironment that affects tumor aggressiveness, gene expression and resistance to drug treatments. [4] [5] [6] [7] The tumor microenvironment can also shape the immune response, which is exemplified by the commonly observed phenomenon wherein NK cells, a type of cytotoxic lymphocyte important for the body's defense against cancer and virus infections, isolated from explanted tumors often display an exhausted and inactive phenotype. 8 This is in stark contrast to the cytotoxic activity often observed in NK cells when interacting with tumor cells in vitro, even if the target cells originate from solid tumors. 9, 10 Recent studies have shown that both human cervical carcinoma cells and Ewing's sarcoma family of tumor cells when grown in 3D spheroids were more resistant to NK-mediated lysis compared to those grown in monolayers. 11, 12 NK cell infiltration in tumors has been associated with better prognosis in lung, gastric and colorectal carcinoma, suggesting a potential future role of NK cells in cell therapy against solid tumors. 13, 14 However, more relevant model systems where the tumor microenvironment and architecture can be controlled are needed to better understand how NK cells interact with solid tumors. Several techniques for 3D culture have been developed and optimized over the past few decades. Today, there are several commercially available tools for multicellular 3D culture for applications in biology and medicine. 15 Most of these methods are based on assembly of cells in a 3D structure by a supporting physical scaffold around the cells using, for example, proteins and hydrogels. 16 Limitations of such scaffold-based systems include the difficulty for the cell culture to interact with its environment due to the inert and/or non-transparent scaffold. It is also possible to obtain 3D cell cultures by the use of different cell adhesion-resistant surface coatings such as agarose and poly-HEMA. 17 For example, coatings may be applied to microstructure patterns or combined with conical-bottom plates. 18 An alternative to scaffoldand coating-based methods for 3D cell culture is to use selfassembly of cells assisted by an external force field. The most commonly used method here is the "hanging drop" where cells assemble into spheroids by gravity in drops within an upside-down oriented microplate. 19 This method is limited by the difficulty to keep the drops stable over extended culture times, in particular to prevent evaporation which adds some complexity to the otherwise simple principle. Another reported method uses magnetic levitation of a hydrogel composed of cells, magnetic iron oxide, gold nanoparticles, and bacteriophage. 20 In this paper, we demonstrate a novel 3D cell culture method based on ultrasonic standing waves (USWs). USWs have long been used for the purpose of trapping, concentrating or separating particles and cells, in particular in microfluidic systems. 21 We have previously developed a device based on this method for the controlled manipulation of individual cells in a multi-well microplate, 22 and we have used this method for studying the interaction between individual NK and leukemia cells. 23, 24 We have also demonstrated in several studies that continuous ultrasound exposure at MHz frequencies and a few hundred kPa acoustic pressure amplitudes does not compromise the viability or function of cells over time periods up to at least one week. 22, [25] [26] [27] In the present paper, we have combined these findings in order to develop a new and simple method for producing synthetic 3D solid tumors of human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) HepG2 cells. HCC is the most common malignancy of the liver and one of the most common and aggressive human cancers worldwide. HCC is an inflammation-related cancer as the initiation and development of liver tumors appear to be caused by chronic inflammations derived from infections with hepatitis viruses, alcohol and drug abuse, toxins and metabolic or hereditary disorders. 28, 29 HepG2 was selected for this study since it is a widely used and well-characterized liver tumor cell model which is also susceptible to NK cell-mediated lysis. 30 In addition, recent studies suggest that immunotherapy with cytokine-activated NK cells increased the recurrence-free and overall survival of HCC patients. 31 We characterize the dimensions (from 2D to 3D) and compactness of the tumor models, and use the method for monitoring the docking and infiltration of NK cells towards, onto and into the tumors. Furthermore, we monitor the rate of NK cell-mediated lysis of tumor cells, relative to the rate of tumor growth, which could thereby determine the number of NK cells needed for defeating tumors of different size and morphology. The method is integrated with live-cell confocal microscopy for time-lapse high-resolution imaging of the 3D structure of the solid tumor, as well as for tracking the interaction behavior between individual NK cells and the tumors. The methodology presented is a novel, simple and generic assay for 3D cell culture, seamlessly combining tumor/tissue production with tumor/tissue analysis. It allows the construction of more complex tumor models consisting of different cell types and architectures, with a more accurately modelled microenvironment including the extracellular matrix and soluble factors.
Materials and methods

Preparation and culture of peripheral blood NK cells
Polyclonal primary human NK cells were isolated by negative selection from lymphocyte-enriched buffy coat residues derived from anonymous healthy donors as previously described. 23 
Cell lines
HepG2 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 (SH30027 Thermo Scientific, MA, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U ml −1 penicillin-100 μg ml −1 streptomycin, 1×
non-essential amino acids, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2 mM L-glutamine and maintained at 37°C in 5% CO 2 .
Cell seeding and labeling
A cell suspension of HepG2 cells was pipetted into a microplate primed with cell medium, and the cells were settled to the bottom of the wells by gravity resulting in a stochastic distribution with an average number of cells per well controlled by the total number of added cells. The number of HepG2 cells seeded into the microplate was either 7000 or 20 000 (the lower number was used for the NK cell experiments), and the number of seeded NK cells ranged from 5000 to 10 000. Typically, 70% of the seeded cells settled in the wells of the microplate. HepG2 tumors were labeled in the chip with the viability probe calcein green AM and with far-red DDAO-SE, while NK cells were stained with calcein red-orange AM (all from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015 described previously. 23 After seeding and on-chip culture, the growth medium was removed gently, the cells were washed four times (with RPMI-1640), and a pre-heated (37°C) solution of calcein green AM (0.25 μM) and far-red DDAO-SE (1 μM) was added into the microplate under gentle mixing. The chip was placed in an incubator for 30 minutes and the dye solution was removed by washing twice with RPMI-1640 after which cell culture medium was added.
Multi-well microplate and ultrasound transducer
The device for ultrasonic cell manipulation, illustrated in Fig. 1 , consists of a multi-well microplate and a ring-shaped ultrasonic transducer which is described in detail in ref. 22 and 32. In brief, the microplate consists of an array of 10 × 10 wells etched in the center of a silicon layer bonded to a glass layer as thick as a coverslip, forming a sandwich-type of a microplate measuring 22 × 22 × 0.475 mm 3 . The wells, with either straight or slightly rounded walls, have a cross-section area of 350 × 350 μm 2 and a depth of 300 μm. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) frame is bonded to the top layer, i.e. the silicon surface, around the wells to increase the sample volume capacity (thus providing a pool of approx. 50 μl of cell medium above the wells). Furthermore, to minimize evaporation, a cover glass is placed on top of the PDMS frame. This cover glass can easily be removed for adding or removing liquid from the microplate. The transducer consists of a ringshaped piezoceramic plate (Pz-26, Ferroperm, Denmark) with dimensions of 38 mm (outer diameter) and 0.86 mm (thickness) and an 8 mm center hole for visual access using a microscope. Upon assembling the piezoceramic plate into the microdevice shown in Fig. 1 , the transducer became broadbanded with suitable driving frequencies in the range of 1.9-2.5 MHz.
Temperature control system and cell incubator
The microplate device was integrated into a small tabletop cell incubator, allowing control of the environmental conditions (temperature, CO 2 and humidity) while being operated by ultrasound continuously for up to 7 days. To maintain a physiological temperature independent of the ultrasound actuation voltage, the temperature in the microplate was regulated using an in-house built temperature control system consisting of a PID (KT4, Panasonic, Japan) controlled liquid heat exchanger capable of both cooling and heating. This was achieved by varying the temperature of a water block clamped to the microdevice and integrated into the tabletop cell incubator, with feedback from the temperature measured by two type-T thermocouple microprobes attached to the microplate ( Fig. S1 †) .
Ultrasound cell culture
The ultrasound transducer was actuated by a signal generator and an RF amplifier. We used a frequency modulation method as described previously, 33 to achieve a robust and uniform two-dimensional (2D) acoustic force field in each well of the microplate. This actuation method resulted in driving seeded cells by acoustic radiation forces into the pressure nodes of standing waves located in the center of each well, where they were trapped and aggregated. Thus, each well acts as a 2D half-wave resonator producing a single trapping position. With the frequency-modulation method, we were able to decouple any mutual resonance interferences (causing spurious or unsymmetrical modes) between different wells in the 100-well microplate. For the microplates used in this work, the selected center frequencies were 1.96 MHz for the straight-wall wells and 2.46 MHz for the wells with slightly rounded walls (depending on the resonance frequency of each plate design), and the frequency was cycled linearly in 50 and 100 kHz wide bands around the center frequency, respectively, at a rate of 1 kHz. Actuation voltages ranged from 60-110 V pp measured with a 10× attenuation probe. HepG2 cells were seeded into the microplate according to the method described in ref. 24 . Cell aggregation and positioning in each well were monitored by microscopy during the initial (approx. 5 min) phase of transducer actuation. The device was then moved into the cell incubator and clamped to the water block for temperature control. During the relocation of the device, the ultrasound was temporarily turned off. When the device was reactivated, the ultrasound cell culture was operated continuously for time periods varying from 15 min up to as long as 7 days. For long culture times (more than 3 days), short breaks were performed for medium exchange. Passive cell incubation (ultrasound OFF) was implemented in some experiments to (1) ensures good contact between the multi-well microdevice (2) and the water block (3), which is connected to the temperature control system via a liquid-loop. The ultrasound is delivered using an SMB connector (4) . The temperature on the multi-well microplate (5) is monitored using two thermocouple probes (6) placed next to the wells. One probe is connected to the temperature control system's PID unit for feedback and the other probe is connected to a data logger for monitoring. The diameter of the microdevice (2) is 58 mm.
investigate the continued growth of the formed tumors without the effect of ultrasound.
Microscopy
Images were acquired with two different microscope systems: an inverted laser scanning confocal microscope (LCSM, Zeiss LSM 5 Pascal) equipped with a motorized stage, and an inverted bright-field microscope (Axiovert 40 CFL, Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a DSLR camera (Sony α77, Sony, Japan) and an objective (Epiplan 5×/0.13, Zeiss, Germany). Highresolution 3D confocal imaging of individual tumors was performed using a 40×/1.3 oil objective and pinhole adjusted according to the fluorescence signal in order to acquire the optimal images. Fluorescence imaging of the entire chip was performed with a 10×/0.3 objective using a moving stage to form a 4 × 4 tile scan. When time-lapse imaging was performed, the 4 × 4 tile scan was repeated every 20-30 minutes.
Image analysis
ImageJ and MATLAB were used for image analysis and 3D reconstruction. The normalized tumor volume was estimated by multiplying the measured area in the images with the average of the inverted grey scale value within that area (the latter being a rough measure of the tumor height based on the bright-field images). As a comparison, the average tumor volume corresponded to a tumor having a bottom area of 43 000 μm 2 and a height of approx. 150 μm. Such an aggregate contains about 2200 HepG2 cells (estimated by counting the cells in the small 3D structure in Fig. 2E -F, assuming the same shape (category I), and scaled with the tumor volume in Fig. 6 ). The number of NK cells in each tumor was estimated by the initial fluorescence intensity within the marked boundary of the tumor with the mean intensity of individual NK cells (determined from individual measurements of n = 30 NK cells). The calcein AM penetration depth was calculated by implementing a method based on offsetting the boundary of the aggregate, hence dividing each aggregate into several surface segments, from the outer boundary towards the center. Target cell death was scored by visual inspection of the calcein AM fluorescence (decreases upon cell death) and far-red DDAO-SE fluorescence (increases upon cell death) from target cells in conjunction with morphological features (e.g. cell blebbing) in the bright-field image.
Statistical analysis
The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to evaluate the overall statistical differences between groups in the experiments. To indicate pairwise differences between groups, the MannWhitney U test was used. Stars were used to indicate statistical significance: ns (p > 0.05); * (0.01 < p ≤ 0.05); ** (0.001 < p ≤ 0.01); *** (0.001 < p ≤ 0.0001); **** (p > 0.0001).
Results
Temperature control of the ultrasound cell culture device
The multi-well microplate device 22, 32 used for ultrasonic cell culture is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The device was operated by frequency-modulated actuation, which eliminates the need for frequency calibration and resonance tracking. This actuation method requires broadband (low quality factor) ultrasound technology, which is known to generate more heat than single-frequency (high quality factor) technology, and therefore we incorporated a custom-built regulator controlling the temperature of the microplate independently of the surrounding temperature (cf. Fig. S1 †) . To investigate whether our device was compatible with long-term cell culture, the device was placed in a tabletop cell incubator, and the temperature in the microplate was monitored with and without an external temperature control system during continuous ultrasound exposure for up to 63 hours. The external control system can regulate the temperature within less than ±0.3°C, independently of both the ultrasound power delivered to the device and the preferred setpoint temperature (cf. Fig. S2 †) , which is better than needed for most cell culture applications. 27 Thus, frequency-modulated ultrasonic cell manipulation combined with temperature control is robust allowing long-term cell studies.
Ultrasound 3D culture of HepG2-based tumor models A demonstration of ultrasound 3D cell culture is shown in Fig. 2 , where the results of a seven day active culture (ultrasound ON, Fig. 2A ) is compared with a seven day passive culture (ultrasound OFF, Fig. 2B ). The cells formed compact 3D "tumors" in the active culture (Fig. 2C ) while they spread out in 2D monolayers on the glass surface in the passive culture (Fig. 2D) . Here, a "tumor" means a compact tissue-like 3D cluster of HepG2 cells with tight intercellular junctions, in contrast to the initially trapped cell aggregate of loosely bound cells. In these tumors, we note that the green viability probe (calcein AM) could not penetrate far into the tumor core ( Fig. 2C ) due to the tight junctions between cells formed in the active culture (clearly seen in Fig. 2E ). The width (Fig. 2E , top view) and height (Fig. 2F , side view) of the tumors were assessed by 3D confocal microscopy. In addition to fluorescence imaging, the tumor models display a characteristic morphology in both bright-field and dark-field imaging due to the distinctive cell boundary surrounding the tumors (cf. Fig. S3 †) . This typical morphology is in agreement with the HepG2 spheroid structures reported in other 3D cell culture studies. 34, 35 Another typical feature of the active culture is the flat bottom facing the glass layer, forming "hemispheroid" 3D structures adhered to the bottom, in contrast to the spheroid structures formed by 3D cell culture methods based on prevention of the cells from adhering to any substrate. 5 This feature of our method is advantageous since the tumors are not accidentally removed upon exchanging the medium.
Characterization of compactness, shape and size of ultrasound-cultured tumor models
As an indicator of hemi-spheroid formation and compactness of 3D tumor models with tight intercellular junctions, we compared manual classification of the formed tumors in Fig. 2A with quantification of the fluorescence intensity from calcein AM at different horizontal depths relative to the outer boundary of the tumors (cf. Fig. 3 ). Here, 99 tumors from one experiment were manually sorted into two different categories (I (89%) and II (10%)) according to their appearance in the bright-field microscope image (cf. Fig. 4 ): category I = predominantly 3D structures (i.e., the majority of the apparent area of the tumor in the image is a compact 3D hemi-spheroid) and category II = predominantly 2D structures (i.e., the majority of the apparent area of the tumor in the image is a 2D monolayer). The average cross-section area of the category I hemi-spheroids was (2.9 ± 0.5) × 10 4 μm 2 , corresponding to circles with diameters of (200 ± 20) μm. Based on manual counting of the cells in Fig. 2E -F, this corresponds to (category I) 3D solid tumors containing on average 1400 HepG2 cells. We also measured the change in size of the tumors during growth in the active ultrasound culture. For this purpose, we compared the average size of the tumors shown in Fig. 2A after two days of active culture (data not shown) with the size after seven days of active culture (cf. Fig. 2A ). For category I and category II tumors, the average tumor area in the images increased by (49 ± 17)% and (53 ± 12)%, respectively, within five days of culture (i.e. from day 2 to 7 in the active culture).
Tumor classification after different time periods of active and passive culture
For the tumors shown in Fig. 2 , we performed active ultrasound culture for 7 days. However, we examined the outcome for a range of ultrasound exposure times, from a short exposure time (15 min) up to 7 days (see Fig. 4 ). Here, tumors from nine different experiments are sorted into three different categories (I-III) based on the same manual classification as in the previous section. In addition to categories I-II (predominantly 3D and 2D tumors), category III represents fragmented cell cultures in the well, i.e., insufficient ultrasonic cell trapping. For category I (tumors with predominantly 3D structures), we obtain on average (85 ± 5)% for any active culture time between 2 and 7 days (the group "only active culture" in Fig. 4C ). We also studied whether or not the successfully formed 3D structures were retained when switching from active (ultrasound ON) to passive (ultrasound OFF) culture after 2-3 days of initial active culture (the group "active + passive culture" in Fig. 4C ). Here, the corresponding percentage of category-I tumors was (78 ± 16)%. The slightly lower success rate can be explained by a small transformation from category I (more 3D-type) into II (more 2D-type) when cells spread on the bottom glass substrate of the microplate without the supporting acoustic forces. However, most 3D structures were retained and continued to grow for several days without losing their shape. Finally, we also examined the outcome for shorter culture times (15 min and 4 hours), resulting in 16% and 31% of category-I tumors (last group in Fig. 4C ). Thus, our data indicate that an active culture time of 2 days or more is suitable for the production of a great majority of useful 3D tumors of HepG2 cells, and a great majority of these 3D tumors are retained even after switching to passive culture.
NK cell migration, docking to tumors and lysis of tumor cells
After establishing a protocol for forming HepG2 tumors, we exposed them to NK cells to monitor the different stages of immune surveillance. In all the following NK cell experiments, we did not use an active ultrasound culture. Instead, human IL-2 activated NK cells were seeded into wells in microplates and allowed to spontaneously migrate and interact with the ultrasound-formed tumors. In the early stages when NK cells docked onto the tumors, they often stretched out and migrated across the tumor surface (cf. Fig. 5A ).
Immediately after seeding, only a few NK cells docked onto the tumors, while at t = 28 h, almost all NK cells were on or inside the tumors (cf. Fig. 5B ). Z-scans from the initial phases of the interaction revealed that NK cells were mainly situated at the tumor periphery, although we also observed some NK cells that infiltrated the tumor mass (cf. Movie S1 †). Timelapse movies confirmed this observation as NK cells moved across the tumor surface, at the tumor-glass interface under the tumor and also inside the tumors (Movie S2 †). To monitor target cell death, we used the fluorescence signals from calcein AM (leaks out) and far-red DDAO-SE (increases), as well as visual signs in the bright-field images. Consistent with previous results, 30 NK-mediated lysis started immediately after addition of the NK cells and within a few hours, signs of tumor cell death were evident mainly at the periphery of the tumor (Fig. S4 and S5 †) .
Time-lapse studies of NK-cell mediated tumor defeat
In the next set of experiments, we acquired time-lapse sequences of all wells of the microplate in parallel, allowing us to quantify the battle between tumor growth and NKmediated lysis. We examined both the initial phase (first day) of either a decrease or an increase of apparent tumor size and the final outcome of either defeated or living tumors (after up to five days). From bright-field microscopy images, each initial tumor area was manually marked (see white boundary in Fig. 6A ), and we then assessed if the tumor shrunk by tumor cells being lysed inside the boundary (Fig. 6A, upper panel) , if they remained constant (Fig. 6A, middle panel) , or if they grew outside this boundary (Fig. 6A, lower panel) of NK cells per average category I tumor volume for the three outcomes (decreased, constant or increased tumor size) suggested that the number of NK cells per tumor volume had an immediate impact on the development of the tumor (Fig. 6B) . The cut-off value between causing a decrease or an increase in tumor size (i.e. for suppressing tumor growth) was on average around 50 NK cells per HepG2 tumor of 0.2 mm diameter (mean value of the middle bar in Fig. 6B ). This corresponds to a ratio between NK cells and HepG2 cells of roughly 1 : 40.
In a second experiment, the monitoring time was increased to track the full process from the initial tumor decrease or increase until the final tumor outcome. After 124 hours, some tumors were completely defeated (Fig. 7A-B , Movie S3 †) while others were viable and continued to grow (Fig. 7C-D) . In this experiment, the average cut-off value for suppressing initial tumor growth (after 22 hours) was around 40 NK cells per average tumor volume (middle bar in Fig. 7E ). Here, note that new calcein green AM was added into the microplate at 51 (cf. Fig. S6 †) and 124 hours, resulting in the same color of both NK cells and viable HepG2 cells at these time points in the presented sequence. The full process, including both the initial first day (22 hours) and the final fifth day (124 hours), is quantified in Fig. 7E-F . Here, we used the same quantification method for estimating the tumor volume as that in the first experiment (cf. Fig. 6 ), however NK cell estimation was performed manually without taking into account the NK cell fluorescence intensity. As the average tumor volume was smaller, corresponding to approx. 700 HepG2 cells, in this experiment, this corresponds to a ratio between NK cells and HepG2 cells of about 1 : 20.
After an additional four days of continued NK cell-tumor culture, we were able to score whether the tumor was completely defeated or parts of the tumor were still viable (see Fig. 7F ). Here, we note that on average, 20 NK cells per tumor were present in the wells where the tumor had survived.
Discussion and conclusion
We have demonstrated a novel method for 3D cell culture based on ultrasonic standing waves in a multi-well microplate. The method is designed for producing small (~0.2 mm size) 3D solid tumors or tissue structures in parallel without the need for any supporting scaffold or surface coating. Our results can be compared with a previous study where HepG2 spheroids were formed after the initial aggregation of cells by ultrasound for 5 min, followed by insertion of the aggregate into a gel-based passive culture. 36, 37 Our method is gel-free, and thus requires active culture times longer than 4 hours to produce stable 3D structures. On the other hand, the active culture time can also be used as a steering parameter for choosing different solid tumor shapes (short time for more 2D shapes and long time for more 3D shapes). The ultrasound is coupled into the microplate by a broadband transducer operating in a frequency-modulated mode, without the need for any calibration or resonance control during long-term operation. This is accomplished by a temperature-controlled water block connected to the microplate and placed inside a tabletop cell incubator. In this way, the temperature of the microplate device as well as of the surrounding air is carefully controlled and can be kept constant at any preferred relevant temperature, independently of the ultrasound power delivered to the device, something that is more difficult to realize with single-frequency ultrasound technology. The microplate device is compatible with highresolution optical microscopy, offering a method for combined 3D cell culture and cell characterization.
Here, the method was used to culture 3D solid HepG2 tumor models, followed by studying the interaction between small populations (approx. 10-100) of primary human NK cells and HepG2 tumors. We found that a large majority (85%) of the produced solid tumors were 3D hemi-spheroids and we outlined a procedure for classification based on their shape and compactness. NK cells were observed to interact with tumors, primarily by adhering and migrating across their surface but also by infiltrating into the tumor mass. In agreement to this, target cell death was primarily observed at the tumor periphery, suggesting that NK cells attack the tumors from the outside to the inside rather than the opposite. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the method could be used for determining the average number of NK cells needed for initial suppression of tumor growth or completely defeating a tumor in the following days of culture. For the experimental conditions used in this work, we observed that a ratio between NK cells and HepG2 cells in the range of 1 : 20-1 : 40 was needed to prevent tumor growth in the first day, while a ratio of approx. 1 : 10 was needed to destroy the tumor in five days. These results are average values; when individual tumors were studied, the standard deviations were large. Still, statistical analysis confirms that the identified trends of increasing number of NK cells observed for shrinking or defeating tumors, relative to the number observed for growing tumors, are significant (cf. Fig. 6B and 7B) , with the only exception of the threshold between constant and increasing size in Fig. 6B .
Although a simple cell model was used in this initial work, the method allows the production of more complex tumor models, including several cell types, extracellular matrix and different relevant soluble factors. One important advantage of the ultrasound cell culture method is the possibility to vary between the ordered and chaotic structures of the building blocks in the tumor model and its microenvironment. This can be achieved by, e.g., changing the manner of adding the components into the microplate either one by one or as a mixture. In the future, we believe that this method will be useful for applications where it is of interest to create sophisticated in vitro models of tissue or solid tumors, with the additional functionality of real-time and detailed optical monitoring of individual multi-cellular structures.
